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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
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Description 2023 Keystone RV Raptor 362, Keystone Raptor toy hauler 362 highlights: Dual
Entry Doors Loft Front Private Bedroom 3-Seat Recliner Exterior TV You won't
want to camp any other way once you step inside this toy hauler! It features a
front private bedroom with a residential queen bed that can be switched for an
optional Raptor king bed, wireless phone chargers on either side of it, a wardrobe
slide, and an entrance into the dual entry bathroom. Prepare your best home
cooked meals with the U-shaped kitchen then enjoy them at either the dinette with
one sided booth seating or the dual opposing sofas with a table in between in the
13' garage area. The garage also has an electric bed above the sofas and a loft
with a twin bed above an area prepped to add an optional washer and dryer. Exit
the garage with one of the dual entry doors to the unit and then grab a cold drink
from the outside mini fridge and watch the big game on the exterior TV while
staying protected by the two electric awnings! Experience a breath of fresh air
with one of these Keystone RV Raptor fifth wheel toy haulers! Their rugged
construction consists of a walkable one-piece Alpha Super Flex TPO roof with
aluminum flashing, G-rated tires, Dyna Span floor decking, and frame-welded tie
downs to keep your toys in place as you travel. With an on-demand water heater,
you can have an endless amount of hot water when you need it. Some
unexpected conveniences you will appreciate include an Omni-Chill A/C system to
keep you cool on those hot summer days, a Furrion backup camera and
HitchVision to prevent damages, and a Generation 3 iN-Command smart
automation system with Global Command to make life easier. Soft-close
hardwood cabinetry makes for a quiet closure to enjoy undetected late night
snacking, and the MORryde zero-gravity ramp door makes it easy to load and
unload your toys. Come find the right one for you today!
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Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: 0AR0055
VIN Number: 4YDFRPT21PR800055
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 40
GVW: 17000
Sleeps: 6
Slideouts: 2

Item address , Ocala, Florida, United States
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